Milan, July 2016. Ray-Ban celebrates the vibrant colors of light with the launch of a revolutionary new lens Chromance, for eyes that love color!

After nearly 80 years as the world’s leader in eyewear, Ray-Ban continues to push the limits of the innovative lens technology that first defined its adventurous vision. Introducing the extraordinary Chromance lens on a new range of exclusive designs.

Featuring a unique composition of high contrast pigments, advanced anti-reflective treatments and superior polar filters, the Chromance lens literally fine-tunes light, heightening contrasts, colors and contours, filtering harmful UV rays and eliminating reflections and glare for 100% enhanced perception and the clearest, most comfortable vision quality yet. In addition, a special hydrophobic coating and colored gradient mirror lens coatings also improve the lenses’ high performance characteristics, making them perfect for the everyday’s life and challenges, from all terrain activities to fast-paced urban lifestyles.

Ray-Ban draws inspiration from the DNA design of its pioneering outdoor icons to give these state-of-the-art lenses all of the support they need with 100% functional frames that optimize the wearer’s vision experience on every level. From lightness, flexibility and high impact strength to UV protection, enhanced color recognition and improved tracking in peripheral zones, these exclusive new Chromance sun styles offer absolute comfort and the ultimate in confident, competitive quality for dynamic early adopters.

Chromance – for eyes that love color!
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RB3543
State-of-the-art Ray-Ban Chromance polarized lenses set the performance standards of this resilient Caravan-inspired sun frame, enhancing its vision power with exceptional clarity and heightened color perception for essential comfort and uncompromising Ray-Ban style. Featuring an incredible range of state-of-the-art benefits, these innovative new lenses come in gradient mirror tones of green, blue, grey and gold and are paired with modern matt gunmetal, matt gold or shiny silver metal rims, transforming icon-inspired design into an ambassador of contemporary style for urban adventurers.
RB4264
This bold squared frame design captures the powerful spirit of street style to frame a brand new standard in lens technology: Chromance - taking exceptional vision quality into a whole new range of color with pioneering urban active style. Flaunting the stylish gradient mirror tones of new Chromance polar mirror lenses, this lightweight, oversize nylon fiber style eliminates reflections and glare, while maximizing contrast to provide vivid color vision, essential clarity and perfectly profiled contours for active men who like to tackle the challenges of urban life head-on.

RB4265
Inspired by the DNA design of the original Ray-Ban Predator, light, flexible materials, wrapped profiles and refined colors dictate the forms of this competitive new sun style, while brand new Chromance polar lenses guarantee enhanced color perception for optimal glare-free vision comfort in even the brightest light. Made for dynamic men seeking absolute resilience, the distinctively curved frame features impact absorbing rubberized temple tips, and comes in shiny or matt variants of classic havana or black paired with innovative Chromance gradient mirror lenses in grey, blue and green variants for high impact, modern contrast.

RB3562
Designed for the dynamic, fast-paced lifestyles of urban men, this lightweight metal sun shape features a fine double bridge and unmistakable pilot shape, evoking the iconic spirit of high-flying adventure and essential style that defined Ray-Ban the world’s leading eyewear brand. Contrasting the refined gold or silver frame in either matt or shiny finishes, state-of-the-art Chromance gradient mirror lenses in grey mirror silver, blue flash mirror or brown mirror gold offer advanced anti-reflective and hydrophobic coatings, as well as superior polar filters, for perfectly clear, glare-free vision and enhanced color perception.

RB4263
Echoing the unmistakable shape of the iconic Wayfarer, this brand new shape brings an edge of distinctive style to the profile of high performance design. Modeled in lightweight, flexible nylon fiber the fine profiles of the frontal are accented by a strong bridge shape and wide Ray-Ban temples for a powerful modern look, while innovative new Chromance lenses make exceptional vision quality an essential component of active style. Available in up to date gradient mirror colors with superior polar filters, and anti-reflective treatments, these unique lenses eliminate reflections and glare and take color vision into a whole new range, ensuring total clarity and perfectly profiled contours for urban individuals.
Luxottica Group S.p.A.

Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Tiffany & Co. and Versace. The Group's global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network of over 7,200 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. In 2015, Luxottica posted net sales of approximately Euro 9 billion and approximately 79,000 employees. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.

Safe Harbor Statement

Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group's filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.